Building Information
Modeling/ Life Cycle
Digitize your infrastructure

• Preconstruction
Project Visualization
Provides stakeholders
with virtual models of
proposed solutions
• Model-Based Cost
Estimation Ability to
budget and value
engineer within the
model in real time
• Improved
Coordination & Clash
Detection in modelling
translates to money &
time saved in the field
• Stronger Facility
Management BIM
improves Facility
Manager’s control via
turnover of an accurate
building asset database

Model

Change the way you Design, Deploy and Document
With today’s rapidly changing technology, building systems are becoming moreand-more complicated and integrated with one another. In a fast-paced industry,
methods of delivering design and installation need to change to ensure stakeholders
can virtually see the proposed solution throughout the process. Existing and new
building elements are modeled instead of drafted and can contain limitless
attributes.
Leveraging the capabilities of the BIM database, cost information, among other
attributes, is added to building assets. This allows for real time team budget
preparation and value engineering exercises, saving time in the design cycle;
virtually eliminating the back and forth from owner to engineer to the contractor.
According to the Independent Project Analysis Group, 35% of all construction
projects will experience at least one change order. Modeling all building assets
minimizes this risk. Clash detection is conducted on the model throughout the design
process. Time is money and a delay of your mission critical project translates to lost
opportunity.
BIM software provides clients with a customizable information transfer, from
construction to operation, enabling a more accurate project life cycle. In order to
keep pace with ever-changing project requirements, you’ll want to engage a trusted
advisor. With broad industry experience across the mission critical sector from
design/build, developing, owning and operating data centers MDI Access is that
trusted advisor.

The MDI Perspective – What We Deliver
BIM (Building Information Modeling) has changed the way design builders operate.
The next evolution is to push this technology further up the stack and to improve the
way owners manage. This starts with ensuring that your space and assets are
accurately modeled. MDI Access has been at the forefront of this technology over
our history and our desire is to make our customers more efficient and effective with
the use of this technology.
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Our Approach
Utilizing the 'I' in BIM (Building Information Modeling):
The design and construction industry are advancing from the common 2D and 3D methods of illustrating
the design intent to a holistic approach that incorporates 4D (Schedule Information), 5D (Cost Information)
& 6D (Facility Management Information) directly into the design documents/database. MDI Access futureproofs your design by adding this information to your construction documents. MDI’s BIM and Life Cycle
Analysis Service offers the following benefits to the end user:
•

Interactive design, with immediate feedback on budget and visual implications

•

Reduced cost by minimizing change orders

•

Documentation of relevant information and improvements of information transfer to those
entrusted to manage your facility

•

MDI manages the entire process—from customer RFI to designed and installed solutions
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In Summary
MDI Access is delivering on its promise to change the mission critical data center industry. We deliver
forward-thinking advice and operation-enhancing solutions. MDI Access acts as your single point of contact
for managing the cost, effectiveness and risk related to your information systems. No one else brings the
holistic level of experience that MDI Access does.
Design and document your solution the right way. Start today.

ckrestel@mdiamerica.com

MDI Access, Inc. is a leading Data Center Design Build GC and advisor to many of the world’s top tier
organizations. Founded in 1992, MDI Access has provided clients with innovative, cost-effective infrastructure
management and data center solutions, designing, building and retrofitting more than 1,000,000 square feet of
central office and data center space in 25 states across the U.S., Canada and Asia. MDI Access has been
recognized three times by INC Magazine as one of the fastest growing, privately held firms in the U.S.
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